What’s the right number of doctors?

Is the U.S. health-care system facing an impending shortage of physicians? The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) and the Council on Graduate Medical Education (COGME) believe it is. Both point to the aging population, trends in physician utilization rates, and economic expansion as contributing factors. One COGME study estimates an 85,000-physician deficit by 2020. In response, the AAMC is recommending that medical schools boost enrollment by 15% over the next decade.

But David Goodman, M.D., and other researchers at Dartmouth’s Center for the Evaluative Clinical Sciences have a different view. A study led by Goodman and published in Health Affairs, showed that the elderly Medicare population may not be facing a physician shortage.

Subjects: Goodman’s team studied the ratios of physicians to Medicare patients at 79 academic medical centers (AMCs). All the patients—a minimum of 100 at each center—received the majority of their hospital care during their last two years of life in an AMC. To avoid differences in patients’ health-care needs and preferences, which might affect the results, Goodman limited subjects’ health status (all had chronic disease), outcomes (all died during the period 1999-2001), and quality of care (all were treated at integrated academic medical centers).

The results showed large differences among the AMCs in the ratios of physicians to elderly Medicare patients. New York University Medical Center ranked highest in total labor, with 28.3 physician full-time equivalents (FTEs) per 1,000 patients—4.7 times higher than the lowest-ranked institution, Medical College of Georgia, which had 6.0 physician FTEs per 1,000. NYU also had the highest rate of medical specialists (15) per 1,000—6.3 times more than the lowest-ranked institution, Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, N.Y.

Many AMCs with low ratios (including DHMC, with 7.7 FTEs per 1,000) are in rural areas, but not all. Several urban AMCs also had low ratios, including the University of Cincinnati Hospital and the University of California at San Francisco; both had the same outcomes and quality of care as high-ratio institutions.

Furthermore, the number of physician FTEs at each AMC correlated closely with the overall number of FTEs caring for Medicare beneficiaries in the region around the AMC.

Most surprising to Goodman was the huge “variation in physician effort, even across academic medical centers, where we would expect . . . commonality in their approach to patient care.”

Efficiency: “With 45 million uninsured, we need to find opportunities to improve the efficiency of care wherever we can,” maintains Goodman. “And medical educational institutions should be investing not in producing more physicians,” he continues, “but in improving physician training and investing more in lifelong learning.”
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